3D Numerical Investigating of Flow Field and Energy Separation in Counter-flow Vortex Tube
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Abstract - A numerical analysis is carried out in this study in order to understand the flow field and the associated temperature separation in a Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube. A three dimensional computational fluid dynamics model, using ideal gas compressible flow assumptions, is employed to predict the performance of a vortex tube. The standard k-epsilon CFD turbulent model is adopted in this study. The study focuses on an insulated counter flow vortex tube with four tangential inlet streams, one axial hot outlet stream and one axial cold outlet stream. The study shows that one can numerically predict the behaviour of energy separation using ideal gas assumption. The numerical study shows that with an adapted vortex tube size a maximum temperature separation is achieved at optimum pressure value of 4 bar. For insulated tube, as tube length increases, the energy separation increases until it approaches an asymptote value. An optimum diameter exist where energy separation reach maximum value.
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1. Introduction

The Ranque-Hilsch vortex tube (RHVT) is a thermal mechanical device that passively separates a high pressure gas flow to two lower pressure streams; one of the streams is colder than the inlet flow while the other stream is hotter than the inlet flow. The vortex tube has no moving parts and the energy separation occurs due to swirl flow without requiring any external work or heat transfer. The vortex tube has been discovered by Ranque [1-2] who has encountered the vortex tube phenomenon while experimentally investigating the vortex tube pump in 1928. Later in 1945, Rudolf Hilsch [3] experimentally tested the vortex tube thermal performance under different inlet pressure values and different geometrical parameters.

It has been known that the vortex tube is a low cost effective solution for many cooling problems such as cooling soldered parts, cooling gas samples, electronic component cooling, cooling heat seals, cooling of firemen's suit, cooling of cutting tools [4] and cooling environmental chamber [5, 6]. Despite its small cooling capacity, the RHVT is very useful for particular thermal management applications because of its simplicity, compactness, light weight, robustness, reliability, low maintenance cost and safety [7]. The RHVT can be classified into two types [8]: (1) the counter-flow RHVT and (2) the uni-flow RHVT. In the counter flow RHVT type, the cold flow moves in the opposite direction of the hot stream, while in the uni-flow, the hot and cold streams flow in the same direction. In general, the counter-flow RHVT is recommended over the uni-flow RHVT for its efficient energy separation [8].

The separation mechanism inside the vortex tube has not completely understood until today [9]. Recent work by Polihronov and Straatman [10, 11] proposed that the temperature separation (rotational cooling) is due to angular propulsion. Vortex tube is covered extensively in literatures through experimental and numerical analysis. The experimental work of Nimbalkar and Muller [12] indicated that there is an optimum diameter of the cold end orifice for achieving maximum energy separation. Also, the results [12] have showed that the maximum value of energy separation is always reachable at a 60% of the cold mass fraction regardless of the orifice diameter and the inlet pressure. The optimum diameter to the length ratio of the hot side has been investigated by Dincer et al. [13, 14]. The vortex tube performance has
been investigated for three different working gases [15]: air, oxygen and nitrogen and the results have been reported using streakline visualizations in a vortex tube made of acrylic. Aydın and Baki [15] indicated that inlet pressure and cold mass fraction are the most important operating parameters.

The effect of nozzle number has been investigated by different scientist [16-20]. Eiamsa-ard [16] reported that the increase in the nozzle number and the supply pressure leads to the rise of the swirl/vortex intensity and thus the energy separation in the tube. Hamdan et al. [17] has showed that vortex tube performance changes dramatically with number of nozzles and that an optimum number provides an optimum performance [18].

Xue and Arjomandi [21] reported that the vortex angle has direct effect on vortex tube and that smaller vortex angles demonstrate a larger temperature difference and superior performance for the heating efficiency of the vortex tube. It was reported [9] that cooling the vortex tube improves the cooling capability by 5-9%. The effect of vortex entrance condition is reported in [22] which indicated that vortex tube can be improved by rounding the entrance. Scientists worked in improving vortex tube by redesigning the nozzle gas inlet and utilizing diffuser vortex tube which showed reasonable enhancement [23]. A modification to vortex tube has been proposed [24] by introducing a double-circuit vortex tube which showed improvement in the vortex tube performance.

In literature, several studies have been conducted to analyze vortex tube operation using computational fluid dynamics which showed acceptable agreement with published data [25-28]. A full discussion of 3D numerical study is presented in by Behera et al. [26] in which they reported a maximum COP of 0.59 as a heat pump and 0.83 as a refrigerator. Behera et al. [26] has reported numerically that the secondary flow degrade the performance of the vortex tube. It has been reported numerically that the magnitude of velocity angle is inversely proportional to the vortex pipe diameter [28].

2. Numerical Formulation

The numerical study is performed using ANSYS Fluent which is a commercial computation fluid dynamics tool. The detailed dimensions, boundary conditions and mesh independent study are presented in next sections. The study addresses the effect of inlet pressure, the mass fraction, the tube length and diameter on the performance of the selected vortex tube geometry. Hence the study is divided to four parts. The first part of the study focuses on the effect of changing the inlet pressure while fixing all other conditions such as inlet temperature and outlet pressure. Multiple values for inlet pressure are tested ranging between 3 and 6 bar while having 0.7 bar fixed at the hot outlet and zero gauge pressure at the cold exit with a 300 K inlet temperature. Second, the study focuses on evaluating the effect of mass fraction where energy separation are tested under wide range of mass fraction and under the optimum pressure that is determined from the first part. Thirdly the effect of vortex tube on energy separation is investigated and finally the effect of tube diameter.

2.1. Geometry and dimensions the of model

As illustrated in Figure (1), the vortex tube used on this study has a working length of 97 mm, 4 inlet nozzles of 1.6 mm diameter, cold outlet diameter of 5.43 mm and a diameter of 14.48 mm. The selected dimensions are based on actual operating vortex tube size. Figure (2) shows the full three-dimensional geometry of the vortex tube and the controllable conical valve at the hot outlet. As illustrated, the vortex tube does not have any moving parts, just compressed air enters simply through the four tangential inlet nozzles then a radial temperature gradient takes place due to the rotating flow.

Fig. 1: Side view of a counter flow vortex tube with four tangential inlets vortex tube (only two nozzles are shown in the side view).
2.2. Boundary conditions

Multiple values for inlet pressure are tested ranging between 3 and 6 bar while having 0.7 bar fixed at the hot outlet and zero gauge pressure at the cold exit with a 300 K inlet temperature. No slip conditions were applied at interior walls and air is considered as an ideal gas while the walls are kept under adiabatic condition. Since vortex tube flow is always highly turbulent, the standard k-ε model has been adopted in this study.

2.3. Mesh independent study

Mesh independence study was conducted to assure that the final solution is independent of the mesh size. The independence of the results is determined based on observing the change of the hot outlet temperature. It is clear from Figure (3) that there is no further significance variation in the results driven by increasing the number of nodes beyond 1.7 million nodes, hence mesh size of 1.7 million nodes has been chosen as the optimum mesh size. The mesh shown in figure (4), contains 1.7 million nodes. An inflation layer near the wall is used with a total thickness of 1 mm divided into 20 layers with growth rate of 1.2.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Changing inlet pressure

The temperature difference between both hot and cold outlet is plotted in figure (5) while fixing all other conditions. The maximum temperature difference has been found to be 42.3 K at 4 bars inlet pressure. As pressure increases separation increases however after specific value (4 bar for current design), the mixing between the two outlet stream become dominant which deteriorate the energy separation.

![Fig. 5: Temperature difference (K) versus inlet pressure (bar).](image1)

The temperature separation is clearly shown in figures (6) for the 3 bar case. The figure which show a 2D view of the temperature contours. It shows that the 300 K stream splits into two different streams; one is hotter than the inlet itself while the other is colder. With the hot outlet pressure fixed at 0.7 bars, it is found that a maximum temperature difference of about 42 degrees takes a place to split the inlet stream to a hotter 310.3 K stream and a 268 K cold stream. Figure (7) shows a 3D view of separation. Figure (7) shows three dimensional stream lines of the flow. The outer shell represents the free vortex while the core stream line stands for the forced vortex. The flow is highly turbulent along the tube.

![Fig. 6: Temperature separation at 4 bar inlet pressure (2D view).](image2)
3.2. Changing cold mass fraction

Figure (8) illustrates the variation on temperature difference as the hot outlet mass fraction flow rate changes while fixing the inlet pressure at 4 bar. The hot outlet mass fraction flow is changed from 0.2 up to 0.8 by changing the outlet pressure at the hot side. As shown, the temperature difference decreases as the hot outlet mass fraction increases which means flow separation is getting weaker hence energy separation is getting deteriorated.

3.3. Changing length

Changing the length consisted of changing the total length L of the vortex tube from 60mm up to 800 mm. This was done to test the optimum point at which the vortex tube will operate. As shown in Figure (9), the temperature different increases as tube length increase and keep increasing until reaching asymptote value. This is expected since as tube get longer the vortex is properly formed and after that any extra length will not help in achiving any additional enhancement in energy separation. In experimental testing, one found that energy separation increases with longer tube however after specific length the performance deteriorate which happen due to heat loss. In the CFD analysis the wall has been assumed insulated which caused the monotonic trend shown in figure (9).
3.4. Changing Tube Diameter

Five simulations were done using five different diameters for the vortex tube as shown in figure (10). The optimum diameter for a maximum temperature difference has been found to be 10 mm. This gives a temperature difference of 39.6 degrees Celsius. The reason as of having an optimum value is the two conflicting effect that the diameter has on energy separation. As diameter increases, less friction occur causing less resistance and boosting energy separation however as diameter grow to a specific value near optimum diameter the trend gets reversed. Once the diameter exceeds such optimum diameter, the effect of weaker vortex causes the energy separation to deteriorate. The vortex get weaker is explained by conservation of mass which mean as area increases the average velocity decreases.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, numerical examination is being done to explore and simulate a 3D vortex tube using CFD software Fluent Ansys. CFD simulation used to improve the efficiency of the vortex tube. It helps to examine different parameters in case to improve the design. Also, it provides a safety environment, save time and money. The analysis yielded the following:

Four bar inlet pressure gives the maximum temperature separation. Moreover, the utilized mesh should be fine and achieved properly to have results with minimum error and clear energy separation. Our results show that 4 bars inlet
pressure gives the maximum temperature difference. The hot outlet temperature decreases as the hot fraction increase. Finally the temperature differences decrease as the hot fraction increases.
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